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1. INTRODUCTION
Data-driven research, or the science of letting data tell us what we are looking for, is in many areas, the only viable approach to research. In some domains like adaptive clinical trials and emerging research areas such as social computing, useful results are highly dependent on the ability to observe and interactively explore large volumes of real datasets. Database management is the science of efficiently storing and retrieving data. Data mining is the science of discovering hidden correlations in data. Interactive data-driven research is a natural meeting point that presents a new research opportunity. The ability to conduct effective data-driven research requires to combine efficient indexing and querying from databases and pattern mining and classification from data mining to help analysts understand what lies behind large data volumes. In this paper, we explore key challenges and new opportunities in building robust systems for interactive data-driven research.

1.1 Data-Driven Research: Facts
We define interactive data-driven research as the science of storing data, discovering correlations, storing correlations, and interactively querying data and correlations. A recurring requirement that is found in various domains ranging from health management to social computing, is the need to perform querying and discovery efficiently.

In oncology drug development, predictive biomarkers such as molecules or other features of a patient, are used to find subsets of the patient population who can benefit from a particular therapy. Given the large number of patient features, a recent trend in this domain has been to construct predictive classifiers from a combination of biomarkers and their use to identify groups of patients who are most likely to benefit from a particular treatment.

Recent efforts such as PatientsLikeMe in the United States and Yellow Card in the United Kingdom focus on gathering and mining patients’ experiences when taking drugs. Gathered data is used to build population models that are then shared with research and industry partners whose goal is to improve products and services. A recent study this year on the use of Yellow Card suggests that even for well known drugs such as Aspirin, patient reporting may provide a complementary contribution to that of health care professionals.

Similarly, research in social computing is characterized by a heavy reliance on large-scale analytics of users’ activities (e.g., on Flickr or Twitter) in order to understand their needs and design appropriate content discovery methods. To do so, user attributes such as their age and gender, and user actions such as tagging photos or rating movies, are mined together to determine groups of users who have common properties (e.g., same age group) and exhibit similar behavior (e.g., like the same movies). Such groups are not always known in advance and, more importantly, whether a group is interesting or not, will depend on what is found.

1.2 Data-Driven Research: Opportunities
When data guides research, new opportunities appear. First, data that lends itself to being explored usually has a number of statistical properties (e.g., outliers, long tail), that make traditional mining semantics inappropriate and of their corresponding algorithms inefficient. To address that, we introduce Shallow Mining to account for properties in data. Second, the value of exploring data relies on a careful combination of letting data tell us what to look for and asking the analyst to guide the discovery process. We refer to that as Interactive Exploration.

A good interactive data-driven research system should harmoniously combine shallow mining and interactive exploration in an iterative process. Shallow mining is used to quickly provide interesting starting points for further exploration. There are two challenges for shallow mining: semantics and efficiency. Semantics is application-dependent and is used to define a small number of relevant and diverse exploration options. We will describe the use of top-k semantics in two different scenarios: per-item pattern mining and user group exploration. Efficiency is what enables the seamless integration of shallow mining into an interactive exploration that helps the analyst determine, on-the-fly, a direction to pursue the exploration.
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We first describe real-world datasets from application domains where data-driven research is ubiquitous (Section 2.1) and summarize the general approach we advocate for data-driven research (Section 2.2). Then, we present our work and research directions for efficient and interactive shallow mining (Sections 3 and 4 respectively). Finally, we discuss two fundamental research directions: the development of a principled validation approach of systems for interactive data-driven research, and the need to formalize the end-to-end process of data preparation, an essential step in data-driven research.

2. OUR APPROACH TO DATA-DRIVEN RESEARCH

2.1 Datasets and Models

We are particularly interested in user-centric data and we will be using examples from the health management and the social web contexts. Both kinds of datasets have been extensively used in data-driven research. In health management, user data could be generated by users (as in PatientsLikeMe or Yellow Card) or by implantable sensors. On the social web, user-generated data comes from collaborative tagging, rating, or reviewing sites such as del.icio.us, MovieLens, or Amazon, respectively.

We consider a set of users \( U \), a set of items \( I \), and a database \( D \) of tuples of the form \( \langle u, i, l \rangle \) where each tuple designates the action of a user \( a \in U \) on an item \( i \in I \) with a label \( l \) in a set of labels \( L \) that includes reports on individuals’ health, tags, ratings, reviews, comments on a product (e.g., camera or drug), or extracted sentiment from text.

For example, \( \langle \text{Mary}, \text{Aspirin}, \text{nausea} \rangle \), on PatientsLikeMe, represents Mary who reports nausea when taking Aspirin. \( \langle \text{John}, \text{foodsport}, \text{sports} \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{John}, \text{foodsport}, \text{diet} \rangle \), in del.icio.us, represent user John who tagged the foodsport website with the tags sports and diet. In MovieLens, \( \langle \text{Sue}, \text{Titanic}, \text{5} \rangle \) represents user Sue who rated the movie Titanic with the highest rating. On Twitter, the triple \( \langle \text{John}, \text{Obama}, \text{pos} \rangle \) expresses that user John’s sentiment on entity Obama is positive. Finally, in Flickr, \( \langle \text{Rob}, \text{534}, \text{Louvre} \rangle \), \( \langle \text{Rob}, \text{534}, \text{Paris} \rangle \) represent that user Rob tagged the same picture with Louvre and with Paris.

Each user \( u \) is also described with attributes drawn from a set of attributes \( A \) representing demographics information such as Gender and Age. We refer to each attribute in \( A \) as \( a_i \) and to its values as \( v_i^j \).

The mining algorithms we are interested in output groups of users \( g = \{ u_1, ..., u_n \} \subseteq U \). All users of a group \( g \) satisfy a description defined as a conjunction of terms \( c_1 \land \ldots \land c_m \), where a term \( c_i \) can either be the presence of an item \( i \in I \) or an equality condition on a attribute \( a \in A \): \( a = v \).

2.2 Shallow Mining and Interactive Exploration

The motivation behind interactive exploration is to establish a dialog between the analyst and the data. This is necessary in data-driven research where it is often the case that analysts do not know in advance what to look for. In this way, shallow mining algorithms, which are inherently data-driven research. In health management, current itemsets mining algorithms do not efficiently support data-driven research. We advocate the development of wide and shallow analysis and refer to that as Shallow Mining.

The purpose of shallow mining is to find a wide result set, i.e., representative results that reflect different aspects of the dataset currently explored and serve as a starting point to further exploration. The objective is to allow the analyst to target any part of the dataset, either focusing on frequent events, or selecting a more peculiar fraction of the data, which would have traditionally been considered as an anomaly and pruned. As the mining target widens, the goal should not be to return exhaustive results as that would require prohibitive execution times and overwhelm the analyst. Instead, mining is shallow and returns a sample of the results, selecting representative ones that enable and facilitate further exploration.

As related works, Sanders and Goethals [15] recently proposed an algorithm to sample maximal frequent itemsets while optimizing the coverage of items in the dataset. This approach constitutes an interesting example of shallow mining: the set of results returned is relatively small, but it describes well the entirety of the dataset. This sampling method favors large itemsets with a low frequency, close to the minimal support threshold.

Interactive Exploration. Interactive exploration consists in iteratively applying shallow mining and asking for user feedback in order to determine the next mining direction. Designing an interactive data exploration framework is a hot topic nowadays [5, 21]. Such a framework has 3 critical principles: \( (P_1) \) at any given step in the process, the analyst...
must be given alternatives but must not be overwhelmed with exploration options; (P2) one or more holistic quality measures (e.g., space coverage, interestingness of an alternative) should be applied to select exploration alternatives; (P3) given its online nature, each exploration step must be fast and executed in few seconds.

From these principles, we identified three challenges for data-driven research. Principle (P1) requires to have few representative patterns for the data, and can be satisfied by shallow mining. The first challenge consists in defining the semantics of representativity in shallow mining. The second challenge, in line with principle (P2), consists in finding representative results efficiently. The third challenge, in line with principle (P3), consists in integrating shallow mining with interactive exploration.

For the first challenge, a top-k semantics where the analyst sees k exploration options is a natural choice in data-driven research. We discuss two different such semantics that will be used in the rest of this paper. The first semantics will be used to illustrate efficiency in Section 3 and the second to illustrate interactivity 4.

**Alternative top-k semantics:** We explore two scenarios for top-k semantics. The first scenario stems from the observation that most Web application only require a limited number of itemsets for each item. For instance, Amazon may use a few tens itemsets as a recommendation on the page of an article, but no more. Thus, it is possible to determine a value k such that the application requires a maximum of k itemsets for each item in the dataset. It is important to ensure that the k results sampled per item are among the most interesting ones. We hence choose to return, for each item, only its most frequent closed itemsets [17] to avoid redundancy.

In the second scenario, we consider that the analyst is exploring a search space of groups denoted $\mathcal{G} \subseteq 2^{|I|}$, where each group represents a subset of users and has a description (defined in Section 2.1). The description conveys a characteristic common to all users in the group. For example if the data represents Flickr users, a group could be all users that went to London and took pictures of Big Ben and Tower Bridge. In medical data describing patients’ reaction to a newly-tested drug, a group could be all patients that feel nauseous after the second take of the drug and whose body temperature is in the interval $[37.5, 38.0]$ at that time. Such groups and descriptions are found by data mining algorithms such as frequent pattern mining algorithms or subspace clustering. Due to the combinatorial number of possible groups, interactive exploration is one of the most promising techniques to exploit the richness of these analysis.

3. **EFFICIENT SHALLOW MINING**

In order to illustrate the efficiency of shallow mining, we focus on TopLCM [13], an instantiation of frequent itemsets mining used to find per-item representative patterns. Introduced 20 years ago by Agrawal et al. [1], frequent itemset mining (FIM) is a fundamental task in data mining, that aims at finding all the sets of items occurring at least $\varepsilon$ times in a transactional dataset. These items represent correlation between attributes, and can also be used to derive association rules. The complexity of FIM is exponential in the number of items in the dataset. Hence, a large majority of FIM experiments are performed with relatively high values of $\varepsilon$, such that the number of frequent items remains low and the mining completes within reasonable time.

Web datasets containing user data are a rich source of information which can be used to extract itemsets for recommendation purposes. These datasets are often characterized by a “long tail” distribution [12], which means that the majority of items have a low frequency. Consequently, traditional frequent itemsets mining algorithms are unable to generate itemsets for the long tail, as this would require setting $\varepsilon$ too low. The results obtained are too narrow, and fail to cover a large portion of the dataset. TopLCM aims at re-visiting the FIM problem by providing a wide set of representative results.

3.1 **TopLCM problem definition**

Given a dataset $D$, a set of items $I$, a frequency threshold $\varepsilon$ and an integer $k$, TopLCM returns, $\forall i \in I$, top($i$), the $k$ most frequent closed itemsets containing $i$.

By limiting the size of the output to $k$ itemsets for each frequent item, TopLCM ensures that the results are shallow. Some frequent itemsets mining algorithms, such as LCM [23] have a linear complexity with respect to the output size, and directly benefit from this bound. TopLCM is able to lower the frequency threshold $\varepsilon$ to include a larger fraction of the items of the dataset (wide results set) without suffering from an exponential increase in the output size.

3.2 **TopLCM algorithm**

As its name suggests, TopLCM inherits the itemsets enumeration strategy of LCM [23], the fastest closed frequent itemsets mining algorithm. LCM recursively builds itemsets by augmenting existing ones, relying on the anti-monotony property of itemsets’ frequency: augmenting a closed itemset always lowers the frequency. LCM ensures, through a “prefix-preserving test” that each itemset can only generated once, which avoid redundant work. In addition, items are explored by decreasing order of frequency, which limits the memory consumption.

TopLCM adapts techniques traditionally used in the top-k query evaluation of search engines and databases [9] to extend LCM with an early termination strategy. TopLCM stores the $k$ most frequent itemsets of each item in a top-k collector. During the exploration, TopLCM uses a heuristic to determine whether an extension may recursively generate itemsets part of the top-k results of an item. If that is not the case, the exploration space may safely be pruned without affecting the results. Additional details and optimizations of TopLCM can be found in [13].

3.3 **TopLCM evaluation**

We evaluated TopLCM on usual FIM datasets as well as “long tail” Web datasets, respectively represented here by Accidents and LastFM. The first one lists the characteristics of 340,184 traffic accidents among 468 possibilities [10]. The second one was crawled from LastFM, a music recommendation website, and contains the 50 favorite artists (among
Recent approaches for interactive exploration \cite{5, 21} of user use cases. In the context of data-driven research, we begin an estimation of the relevance of the groups shown, and a diversity criteria among the groups shown to favor a wide exploration of the space of groups.

4.1 Evaluation alternatives

The choice of a good quality measure $\delta$ is tricky, and two different directions are found in recent works. One of them is to make the interactive process statefull, i.e. to progressively build a model the analyst expectations \cite{5}. This model allows to progressively refine the quality measure estimating the set of groups, at the price of asking some more feedback to the analyst (explicitly state what is interesting and what is uninteresting in the groups shown). With the analyst’s feedback, the problem can be expressed as an exploitation/exploration problem, where well known multi-armed bandit techniques \cite{11, 5} can be used. This approach may lack resiliency when confronted with large query drift from the analyst. We consider it better adapted when the analyst has a relatively precise idea of what she is looking for, and needs to drill down deep inside the space of groups to find it.

The other direction, conversely, is to perform a stateless interactive process. This means that the estimation function is fixed, and does not model the analyst. This is what we proposed with the Ueca approach \cite{21}. In this approach, a set of groups for further exploration is entirely determined by the group under consideration by the analyst. Contrarily to the statefull approach above, it is better adapted for highly exploratory situations, where the analyst has no idea of what she is looking for in the data. In the Ueca approach this is further supported by a strong weighting on the diversity of the results, allowing the analyst to see many different groups, and to easily shift her analysis focus.

Currently, works either present a statefull or stateless interactive exploration. However for a generic system that could accomodate a large range of analysis situations, an hybrid approach could be a more flexible solution. At the beginning of an analysis session, it is more important to allow unbounded exploration, with a stateless method. When the analyst starts to drill down on groups (which can be detected through her choice of groups), the exploration can switch to be statefull, in order to accelerate the drilling down by becoming more conservative in the choice of groups shown. If query drift is detected, signaling a shift of analyst interest, exploration can switch back to stateless.

4.2 Interactivity through fast computation

The exploration techniques proposed above, following principles $(P_1)$ and $(P_2)$ of interactive exploration, focus on what is shown to the analyst. However, to support interactive analysis, these techniques must not only give interesting exploration choices: they must also provide those choices fast. This principle $P_1$: the train of thought of the analyst must not be broken. This requires computation steps to be at best instant (less than 1 second), and in the worst case to take few seconds (less than 1 minute).

Existing works have two different strategies to guarantee such fast results. The first one, found in the Ueca system \cite{21}, is to pre-compute all groups of potential interest in an offline phase, before the data analysis. These groups are
then stored and indexed in a database with efficient bitmap encoding, guaranteeing fast access and intersection operations. Thanks to this precomputation and indexing, the method that selects the set of groups to show to the analyst has a large pool of groups to choose from, with the potential to find very good groups. The size of this group pool is also a risk, as it makes the search space of the set of group selection method very large. Thus the computation time that has been saved by computing many groups beforehand can be lost in the selection of the most interesting set of groups. This problem can be alleviated using aggressive approximation techniques in the selection of the set of groups, at the risk of loosing the quality benefit of having many groups pre-computed.

The other strategy is to compute the groups and the set of groups on the fly, using approximation techniques to simplify group discovery. The TopLCM approach presented in Section 3 can be used in this setting, by giving it a low $k$ value and if necessary by specifying a limited set of items for which the top-$k$ closed frequent itemsets are needed. This result can then be passed to an optimization algorithm finding the best set of closed frequent itemsets to show the analyst. Sanders and Goethals [15] propose and integrated solution based on random sampling to discover directly a set of maximal frequent itemsets with low support and low overlap that describe well the data. Such result can be of interest for the analyst, especially at the initial stages of analysis of a new dataset. Boley et al. [5] are more agnostic on the mining results: their requirement is to have anytime and parameter free algorithms. Their method exploits the "idle" times during which the analyst reviews the results produced at one step to mine results of potential interest in the next step.

While the first strategy relies on legacy data mining algorithms and indexing techniques, the second one is likely to see the design of more and more fast algorithms adapted for interaction. Both can be efficiently combined: if there is some offline time between data acquisition and data analysis (for example, the night), heavy pre-computation can be performed and results indexed in order to provide near-instant interaction during the first steps of analysis. These first step are usually more difficult for online algorithms, as if the dataset is large loading it could consume most of the allocated time budget. Such algorithms are better adapted to the drill down steps, where smaller parts of the dataset are concerned and complex mining tasks can be conducted in few seconds.

In order to meet tight computation time constraints for interactivity, exploiting parallelism is an important direction of future research. We already started working in this direction with TopLCM, but this is limited to discovering groups of interest. Making new algorithms that exploit multi-core or the future many-cores processors in order to improve both group discovery and set of group computation will improve the responsiveness of algorithms, the quality of the solutions found, or both.

5. LOOKING FORWARD

5.1 Validation

Throughout this paper, we presented our view of data-driven research, which combines techniques from data mining and databases. There are already several efforts going in this promising direction. However, one key point is still missing to guarantee steady research progress in this area: a principled validation approach.

The challenge here is that, unlike in Information Retrieval where the notion of a ground truth exists or may be crafted, the notion of quality in interactive data-driven research is subjective and depends on the state of mind of the analyst at exploration time. The absence of a ground truth considerably limits the applicability of user studies. Moreover, due to the large size of the search space (much larger than a document space on the Web), it is difficult to create test cases where all the “good” answers (at least for a given analyst) can be known and labeled.

We advocate a hybrid scheme that combines quantitative and qualitative validations. Quantitative validation is based on measures to evaluate the exploration: for example, measures of coverage of the input dataset, measures of diversity of choices, number of steps to reach some specified nodes with a random walk. Qualitative validation is based on user studies, using analysts with different goals, and gather feedback from different end-users.

A quantitative validation allows to have some guarantees on the interactive exploration proposed and help uncover its biases and the use cases where it is best adapted.

5.2 Toward a data processing framework

Often times, data processing in data-driven research is proprietary to each implementation and is mostly “encapsulated” in scripts that are hard to verify and modify. The opportunity here is to formalize data processing and develop appropriate tools to enable easy prototyping of data-driven applications. We advocate the development of a data model and algebra to express and optimize data processing.

To illustrate the challenges and opportunities behind the development of such a framework, we use the example of Data Preparation, a recurring pre-processing step in data-driven research. During data preparation, raw data is sanitized, normalized, enriched, pruned, and transformed to fit the required data structures and statistical properties of subsequent steps. That is the case both in developing adaptive clinical trials and in building social applications. In the clinical domain, data is often pruned to keep the most statistically significant observations or those corresponding to a specific combination of patient attributes (e.g., focus on infants).

In oncology drug development, statistical methods such as Principal Component Analysis are used to pre-determine a number of features that are deemed important in the analysis and that reduce the size of the search space. Such features are often identified using high-throughput genomic and proteomic technologies whose goal is to produce hundreds of potential biomarkers. Those biomarkers are then used to predict clinical responses to new drug candidates. We argue that the initial step of pre-processing the raw data to fit pre-defined models may miss potentially useful cases of clinical development. This argument is substantiated by the fact that extensively evaluated biomarkers that corre-
late with desired clinical outcomes, are generally favored to other less-known biomarkers, that present new opportunities for predictive clinical response and for speeding up provisional regulatory approval of a drug. A specific example is the case of cancer treatment where cancer-drug labels are known for being less detailed in their specification of effects on patients symptoms and functioning. Only 25% of cancer-drugs list those effects 6. According to the same reference, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has taken several recent steps in gathering patients' feedback (referred to as Patient Reported Outcomes). Such datasets are highly valuable and constitute an unprecedented source for mining drug effects on different user populations. Data pruning, either by specifying features to focus on, or by filtering out infrequent observations, may hurt the discovery process.

In building social applications, similar data preparation operations are needed to make raw social data ready-to-be-exploited by social applications. For website recommendation on del.icio.us, users’ tagging actions are pre-processed in a preliminary step, in order to remove the long tail of tagging, extract topics from tags and cluster users together [14, 19, 20]. Similarly, in a movie recommendation application on MovieLens that caters to user groups, users’ ratings are normalized and users are pre-grouped based on rating similarities in order to optimize the retrieval of movies for arbitrary user groups [3, 16, 18]. When doing sentiment extraction on Twitter, tweets are pre-processed to extract topics and entities [7]. In news article recommendation, articles are pre-processed to extract topics and sentiment extraction is applied to user comments on articles [2]. Finally, when Flickr photos are used to build touristic itineraries in a city [8], tags and geographic coordinates are used to map individual photos to landmarks thereby enriching raw social data. All those are examples of primitive data preparation operations that are repeatedly hard-coded in various applications.

In addition to being closed under a carefully chosen data model, an algebra for data processing must have a number of essential properties: expressivity, declarativity, an the ability to represent and a new property that we refer to as invertibility. Just like SQL or XQuery, closure ensures that each operation takes as input one or more instances of and outputs an instance of the data model. Therefore, operations can be composed any number of times and in any order. Invertibility aims to guarantee that each data processing operation admits an inverse allowing to undo and backtrack computation. This property is important to enable the evaluation of different semantics, without rebuilding applications from scratch. For instance, once may want to change the support value in pattern mining. Ensuring fine-grained invertibility (at the level of each operation in the language), will enable optimized execution plans where bulk pruning and aggregations are avoided.
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